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(54) PLASTIC GROCERY SACK 2000 (57) ABSTRACT 

(76) Inventor: Angel Gerena, Asbury Park, NJ (US) this neW plastic grocery sack has an elastic element at the 
rim of the sack that holds it tight in place When you put the 

Correspondence Addfessi groceries in the sack and pull the sack out of the mount so 
Angel Gerena the groceries Will not fall out of the sack, 
A t# 2 
9&- Emory st FIG. 1 shoWs you a plastic grocery sack in a mount 
A b P 07712 Us number-l-is the elastic element of the plastic sack that is in 

S ury ark’ NJ ( ) the mount numbers-2-and-3-are the handles of the plastic 

(21) APPL NO. 10/801,272 sack, numbers-4-and-5-are the handles for the mount, 

_ FIG. 2 shoWs you the mount it self number-l-is the rim of 
(22) Flled: Mar‘ 16’ 2004 the mount, numbers-2-and-3-are the handles for the mount. 

Publication Classi?cation FIG. 3 shoWs you the plastic sack by its self number-l-is the 
rim of the sack that containes an elastic element numbers 

(51) Int. Cl.7 ......................... .. B65D 33/10; B65D 33/06 2-and-3-are the handles of the plastic sack and number-4-is 
(52) US. Cl. .................................. .. 383/8; 383/6; 206/554 the center of the plastic sack, 
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PLASTIC GROCERY SACK 2000 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] but i angel gerena inventor have discovered the 
solution here is hoW my remarkable invention Works the 
present invention is a plastic grocery sack that holds the 
groceries inside the sack Without falling out of the sack, refer 
noW to FIG. 1 Which is an overall draWing of a preferred 
embodiment of the invention 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0002] this neW plastic grocery sack has an elastic element 
at the rim of the sack that holds it tight in place When you 
put the groceries in the sack and pull the sack out of the 
mount so the groceries Will not fall out of the sack, 

[0003] FIG. 1 shoWs you a plastic grocery sack in a mount 
number-1-is the elastic element of the plastic sack that is in 
the mount numbers-2-and-3-are the handles of the plastic 
sack numbers-4-and-5-are the handles for the mount, 

[0004] FIG. 2 shoWs you the mount it self number-1-is the 
rim of the mount, numbers-2-and-3-are the handles for the 
mount. 

[0005] FIG. 3 shoWs you the plastic sack by its self 
number-#-1-is the rim of the sack that containes an elastic 
element, numbers-#-2-and-3-are the handles of the plastic 
sack and number-4-is the center of the plastic sack. 

[0006] the foregoing description of the preferred embodi 
ment of the invention has ben presented for the purpose of 
illustration and description it is not intended to be exhaustive 
or to limite the invention to the precise form disclosed many 
modi?cations are and variations are possible in the light of 
the above teaching it is intended that the scope of the 
invention be limited not by this detailed description but 
rather by the claims appended here to, 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0007] reffering ?rst to ?g-#-1-the illustrated is a neW 
plastic grocery sack has an elastic element at the rim of the 
sack that holds it tight in place When you put the groceries 
in the sack and pull the sack out of the mount so the 
groceries Will not fall out of the sack, 

[0008] FIG. 1-shoWs you a plastic grocery sack in a mount 
number-1-is the elastic element of the plastic sack that is in 
the mount numbers-2-and-3-are the handles of the plastic 
sack, numbers-4-and-5-are the handles for the mount, 

[0009] FIG. 2-shoWs you the mount it self number-1-is the 
rim of the mount, numbers-#-2-and-3-are the handles for the 
mount, 

[0010] FIG. 3-shoWs you the plastic sack by its self 
number-1-is the rim of the sack that containes an elastic 
number 2-and-3-are the handles of the plastic sack and 
number-4-is the center of the plastic sack, description of 
related art there is a problem to be solved other people have 
tried to solve it this problem in varias Ways these people 
have not completely solved the problem, because they have 
not come up With the right plastic grocery sack that Will 
make it easy and better to save time, 
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[0011] this document is a patent application for a plastic 
grocery sack this neW plastic grocery sack has an elastic 
element at the rim of the plastic that holds the groceries in 
the sack, 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] the invention relates in general to plastic grocery 
sacks in particular to more modern plastic grocery sacks, 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] FIG. 1 shoWs you a plastic grocery sack in the 
mount 

[0014] FIG. 2 shoWs you the mount 

[0015] FIG. 3 shoWs you the plastic grocery sack by it 
self, 

What is claimed is: 

1. a plastic grocery sack this neW plastic grocery sack has 
an elastic element at the rim of the sack that holds it tight in 
place When you put the groceries in the sack and pull the 
sack of the mount so the groceries Will not fall out of the 
sack comprising 

2. A loop element disposed in said loop space said loop 
element being substantially ring shaped and including at 
least an elastic portion for maintaing said loop at a ?rst 
diameter Whereby said loop may be stretched to a second 
diameter Which is greater than said ?rst diameter said elastic 
portion includes an elastic element forming a ring and 
material plastic element said elastic element said plastic 
material being disposed betWeen said elastic element and 
forming said loop space compising 

3. a plastic grocery sack according to claim-2-Wherein 
said elastic portion is an elastic ring and said portion 
surrounds in at least a portion of said ring said portion being 
formed of a material selected to stretch upon stretching of 
said elastic portion comprising 

4. a plastic grocery sack according to claim-3-a bottom 
end de?ning a loop element disposed in said loop element 
being substantially ring shaped and including at least an 
elastic portion and a portion said elastic portion for main 
taining said loop at a ?rst diameter Whereby said loop can be 
stretched to a second diameter Which is greater than said 
elastic portion is elastically deformable.comprising. 

5. a plastic grocery sack according to claim-4-further 
comprising Wherein said loop space is de?ned by an elastic 
portion comprising 

6. a plastic grocery sack according to claim-5-Wherein 
said elastic portion apparelastic comprising 

7. a plastic grocery sack comprising 
8. a loop element disposed in said according to claim-7-in 

said loop space said loop element being subtantially ring 
shaped and including at least an elastic portion having a ?rst 
diameter and a portion said loop being stretchable to a 
second diameter Which is greater than said ?rst diameter said 
elastic portion least said portion being formed of a material 
selected to stretch upon a stretching of said elastic portion 
Wherein said elastic portion is elastically defomable com 
prising 

9. a plastic grocery sack according to claim-8-a material 
connected to said elastic portion said elastic material said 
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elastic portion material being disposed said forming said 
loop space comprising 

10. a plastic grocery sack according to claim-9-Wherein 
said loop space is de?ned by the edge of the mount com 
prising 

11. a plastic grocery sack according to claim =10-is 
connected to a material having a formed memory Whereby 
after ?exing said support returns to its original con?guration 
comprising 
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12. a plastic grocery sack according to claim-11-is extend 
ible lengthen prolong in duration Widen in area scope accord 
reach cover an area have arange or scope become larger or 
Wider extensible extensibility extension extensive extent 
larger comprehensive extent siZe scope space area degree 
extensor copmprising 

13. it molds to any shape or siZe at its disposal comprising 

* * * * * 


